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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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Submitted by ZHAO Jiiig 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2007. 
A B S T R A C T 
The Black-Scholes asset price dynamics is well known to be inadequate to 
capture the volatility smile in the financial market. Since then, the constant elas-
ticity of variance (CEV) model has been a popiilai. alternative to value options 
with fitting to the smile. Aiiieiicaii option pi.idiig under CEV model is however 
coini)utatioiially intensive as the early exercise bouiidaiy is not known ex ante 
and must be deteniiiiied as part of the solution. This thesis proposes an aitificial 
l)ouii(laiy iiietliod for partial (liffeieiitial eqiuitioiis (PDE) to coiiipiite Aiiieiicaii 
option prices and Greeks imdei. CEV model. The idea, is to reduce the infinite 
computational domain to a finite one by iiitrodiiciiig an artificial boundary on 
which an exact bomidai.y condition is derived. We then develop an implicit fi-
nite difference scheme for solving the PDE with the artificial boundary coiiclition 
implemented with a iiuineiical Laplace inversion. With a finite coiiiputatioiial 
(lomaiii, the optimal exercise boundary can be deteniiiiied efficiently. Our im-
inerical examples show that the proposed scheme is inucli more efficient than 
existing methods. Moreover, based on lioiiiotopy analysis, an exact and explicit 
solution for American options under CEV model is derived in the form of Maclau-
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Aiiiericaii feature in an option contract ie])icseiits the right for the option liokl-
ers to exercise the option pi.ematm.dy. American options are actually the most 
popular derivatives securities in the financial iiiaiket in the sense that the trad-
ing volume is even larger than their Eui.opeaii coiuiterparts. The coiiespoiKliiig 
valuation lias been a fiuKlaineiital challenge in financial eiigiiieeiiiig as it involves 
the detenniiiation of the early exercise strategy within the pricing mechanism. 
Under the Black-Scholes asset price dynaiiiics, in which the underlying asset 
price follows a logiioi.mal process, the valuation of American options has been 
studied thoughtfully. Mertoii (1973) forniulates it as a dynamic prograiniiiing 
probleiri. Kim (1990) finds that the American option price can be expressed as a 
European option plus an early exercise pieiniuin. Although they manage to write 
the solution in a closed form that depends on the early exercise boundary, the op-
tion value should be detenniiied iiuineiically as the early exercise boundaiy is not, 
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known. Carr at al. (1992) use the approach of McKeari (1965) to formulate the 
problem as a free boundary value problem within a partial differential equation 
(PDE) framework. An alternative way to obtain the option value then applies 
numerical PDE methods, such as lattice, finite difference iiiethods (FDM) and 
finite element methods. We refer to Tavella arid Randall (2000) for more details 
on this topic. 
Ill fact, the lattice approach can be viewed as an explicit FDM but which is 
usually derived from the piohahilistk appi.oadi. It is well known that explicit 
FDM requires a very fine time step to ohta.iii a. stable nmiieiical solution but 
implicit FDM achieves a high stability, see comments in Wiiiclcliff et al. (2001). 
Uiifoitiiiiately, implicit schemes are more suitable for the PDE with a bounded 
(loiiiaiii. Therefore, the implementation of implicit FDM requires the tnmcatioii 
of the infinite doinaiii into a finite one. Kwok et al. (2001) docuiiieiit that, when 
the Crank-Nicolsoii (CN) sclieine, a typical implicit FDM, is applied to value 
path-dependent options, the boundary condition can he tricky and the order of 
accuracy deteriorates near the prescribed boundaries. Kangro and Nicolaides 
(2000) study the far field boundary conditions for the Black-Scholes equation. 
Han and Wii (2003) propose that an artificial Neumann boundary condition can 
be imposed to the PDE. This method works very well imdei. the Black-Scholes 
dynamics. 
Ill recent years, empirical evidence shows that Black-Scholes model is difficult 
to reconcile with both the assumptions on the process of the underlying asset and 
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the predictions on the behavior of option prices. Empirical distributions of asset 
returns exhibit "excessive kurtosis" and "fat tails". The volatility implied by the 
option prices shows a "smile" or "skew" shape across strike prices. Researchers 
have therefore attempted to build new option pricing models that are flexible 
enough to cope with the empirical facts by relaxing the stringent and unrealistic 
assumption of the Black-Scholes model. One popular alternative, which incorpo-
rates the observed correlation between volatility and asset prices, is the constant 
elasticity of variance (CEV) model introduced by Cox (1975): The implications 
of CEV model are studied by Becker (1980). It lia、s been shown that this model 
can fit the volatility skew of equity options. Eiiiamiel and MacBeth (1982) derive 
a closed form solution for Eiu.opea.ii options under a positive elasticity. Davydov 
and Linetsky (2001) study the pi.iciiig and hedging of bariier and lookback op-
tions under CEV model. Deteinple and Tiaii (2002) derive a lecursive integral 
equation for the exercise boundary under CEV model, which can be regarded as 
a starting point for immei.ical methods of American option valuation. Although 
the computational accuracy and efficiency are not reported in Detemple and Tiaii 
(2002), the lecursive integral equation is well known to be coniputatioiially in-
tensive. Ill practice, FDM is the most common iiuirierical tool for pricing options 
because of its efficiency and robustness. It is our interest to develop an FDM 
for option pricing uncler CEV model. Lii and Hsu (2005) obtain a binomial tree 
approxiniation for European options under CEV model and speculate that it is 
also useful for American option pricing. However, efficiency and stability are not 
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reported. 
In this thesis, we generalize the artificial boundary method of Han and Wu 
(2002) to CEV model. This extension is non-trivial. The Black-Sclioles equa-
tion can be transformed into the standard heat equation in which the artificial 
boundary is classic. For CEV model, the standardized form of PDE arid the 
corresponding artificial boundary condition have not be considered before. We 
derive the artificial boundary condition using Laplace transform and give several 
demoiistiatioiis of the application. Based on the approxiinati'on of the artificial 
hoiiiidaiy condition by numerical Laplace iiiveisioii, an efficient finite difference 
scheme is coiistnicted. Our imiiieiical examples show that the proposed aitifi-
cial boundary appi.otidi is efficient and acciiiate, and clearly outpei.foi.ms existing 
methods. We also prove that the artificial boimdai.y condition is exact and the 
proposed implicit FDAI is uiicoiiditioiially stable. These results furnish a theo-
retical basis for option pricing luidei. CEV model with a FDM sclienie. 
Moreover, based on hoiiiotopy analysis, which is a new powerful analytic ap-
proach for nonlineai- problems introduced by Liao (1997), Zliii (2006) presents 
a closed-form solution for American put options on non-dividend stocks under 
the Black-Sclioles dynamics as an infinite series. In this thesis, we extend the 
lioinotopy analysis method to derive an exact and explicit solution for Ameri-
can options on dividend-paying stocks under CEV model. This result provides a 
cross-validation for the proposed artificial boundary method. 
The reinaiiider of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the 
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constant elasticity of variance (CEV) model and its properties. Chapter 3 presents 
some basic results in option pricing under CEV model. Chapter 4 formulates the 
proposed artificial boundary approach. Some preliminary theoretical results are 
obtained. Numerical examples are demonstrated in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 derives 
an exact and explicit solution for American options under CEV model based on 
hornotopy analysis method. Cross-validity comparison is also provided therein. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
The Constant Elasticity of 
Variance Model 
The Black-Sclioles model assumes that the iiii(leilyiiig a、sset price is logiioniially 
distributed and the volatility is constant. However, iiuineious studies have shown 
that empirical evidence does not support this assuinptioiis. For instance, the 
volatility smile used by traders to price foreign currency options has the general 
form shown in Fig.2.1 The volatility is relatively low for at-the-iiioney options. 
It becomes progressively higher as an option moves either into the money or out 





Figure 2.1: Volatility Smile for Foreign currency options 
2.1 The CEV Assumption 
To deal with the empirical bias exhibited by the Black-Scholes model, in par-
ticular the volatility smile, the constant elasticity of variance (CEV) model is 
a popular alternative in modelling asset price dynamics in practice. The CEV 
model assumes that, under the risk-neutral probability measure, the underlying 
asset price evolves according to the stochastic differential equation: 
dS={r- q)Sdt + aS"" dZ, (2.1) 
where r is the risk-free rate, q is the dividend yield, Z is a Wiener process, a is 
a volatility parameter, and a is a constant known as the elasticity factor. 
The elasticity of variance with respect to price,么一,^，is a measure for the 
response of variance with respect to price changes and hence is defined as the 
relative change in variance divided by the corresponding relative change in price. 
Thus, 
, da^a^ da^ S 2{a — S , 
〜 = 哥 = 丽 P = S ^ = 2(a - 1), (2.2) 




Figure 2.2: Volatility Smile for Options on Equities 
The CEV model nests several asset price processes as special cases. For in-
stance, it incorporates a local volatility given by a(S) = i. When a = 1, 
the process (2.1) becomes the geometric Brownian motion, and is reduced to the 
Black-Scholes model. We have the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process by setting a to 
zero. If a =全，the square-root model is obtained. 
There exist interesting interpretations for the CEV model. When a < 1, the 
local volatility increases as the stock price decreases. This creates a probability 
distribution similar to the empirical distribution of equities that has a heavy left 
tail and less heavy right tail. Since the financial crisis in 1987, the volatility smile 
used by traders to price equity options (both on individual stocks and on stock 
indices) has the general form shown in Fig.2.2. When a > 1, the local volatility 
increases as the stock price increases. This creates a probability distribution with 
a heavy right tail and a less heavy left tail. This corresponds to a volatility smile 
where the implied volatility is an increasing function of the strike price. This 
type of volatility smile often appears for options on futures showed in Fig.2.3. 
Fig.2.4 shows the volatility skew under CEV model for varying value of a. We 
choose the current stock price to be 100, interest rate of 5% and at-the-money 
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Implied Volatility ‘ 
Strike Price 
Figure 2.3: Volatility Smile for Options on Futures 




Figure 2.4: The CEV Skew for varying values of a 
volatility of 45%. Clearly, choosing a closer to zero incorporates a steeper skew 
into the model. Conversely, the skew becomes flatter as a tends to one, ultimately 
becoming the flat "skew" of the Black-Scholes model. 
2.2 Properties of the C E V Model 
According to Feller's classification of boundaries for diffusions, the CEV diffusion 
(2.1) has the following boundary characterization. For a < 1, infinity is a natural 
boundary. For 1/2 < a < 1, the origin is an exit boundary. For a < 1/2 
the origin is a regular boundary point and is specified as a killing boundary by 
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Figure 2.5: General Motors January 06 Implied Volatility Curve 
adjoining a killing boundary condition (The process is sent to the cemetery, or, 
in financial terms, "bankruptcy" state at the first hitting time of zero, % = 
inf{t 2 0 : S^ t 二 0}). For a 二 1 (the lognormal model), both zero and infinity are 
natural boundaries. For a > 1, the origin is a natural boundary and infinity is 
an entrance boundary. 
Regular or exit boundaries are called accessible, while entrance and natural 
boundaries are called inaccessible. An exit boundary can be reached from any 
exterior point with positive probability. However it is not possible to start the 
process from an exit boundary. The process cannot reach an entrance bound-
ary from any exterior point, but it is possible to start the process at entrance 
boundary. A natural boundary cannot be reached in finite time and it is impos-
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sible to start a process from the natural boundary. -A regular boundary is also 
called non-singular. A diffusion reaches a non-singular boundary with positive 
probability. 
The parameters of the CEV model can be estimated by calibration. That is 
to fit the model prices of vanilla options as closely as possible to market prices 
by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between them. Fig.2.5 shows 
General Motors' implied volatility skew for the maturity January 2006 as of May 
2005. The calibration of a and at-the-money volatility, ctq, is performed for a given 
maturity on all the call options where bids and asks are provided, where GQ = 43%, 
a = -0.28, Sq = $27 and r = 2%. Fig.2.6 displays the implied volatility curve for 
January 2007 call options based on the calibration afore performed on January 
2006 options and an adjustment of at-the-money volatility, where GQ = 41%, 
a = -0.28，5'o = $27 and r = 2%. 
2.3 Empirical Evidence and Theoretical Support 
Empirical evidence has shown that the CEV model may offer a better descrip-
tion of stock behavior than the lognormal model because the CEV model allows 
for a non-zero elasticity of variance with respect to prices. Schmalensee and 
Trippi (1978) find a strong negative relationship between stock price changes and 
changes in implied volatility after examining over a year of weekly data on six 
stocks. Hauser and Lauterbach (1996) estimate and compare the trading profits 
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Figure 2.6: General Motors January 07 Implied Volatility Curve 
generated by 4 different option pricing models. The assumption is that a more 
correct pricing model would demonstrate higher trading excess returns. In a 
large sample of about 19,000 warrant price observations, the CEV-based mod-
els are found to be superior to the Black-Scholes model in identifying mispriced 
warrants and profit opportunities. The advantage of the constant elasticity of 
variance models is particularly strong and statistically significant for out-of-the 
money and long time to expiration warrants. The results are consistent with 
the findings in Lauterbach and Schultz (1990). If the relationship between the 
variance and the stock price is deduced from the empirical data, an option pric-
ing formula based on the CEV model could fit the actual market option prices 
better than the Black-Scholes model. Beckers (1980) finds thirty-seven out of 
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forty-seven stocks in a year daily data set to have the estimated a less than one 
and concludes that the CEV diffusion process could be a better candidate of de-
scribiiig the actual stock price behavior than the Black-Scholes model. Reiner 
(1994) and Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1998) find that typical values of the CEV 
elasticity implicit in the S&P 500 stock index option prices are strongly negative 
and as low as tt = -3. Yuen et al. (1999) find that the CEV model is more 
suitable for the Hong Kong stock option market than the Black-Scholes model. 
There exist not only empirical evidence but also theoretical argiiinents siij)-
poitiiig the notion that volatility changes depend on the stock price level. Per-
haps, tlie most pioiniiient theoretical aiguiiient, which is the so-called "leverage 
effect" first noted in Black (1976), postulates that as the stock price deciea.ses, 
the fear that the price might fall even further translates into a. higher volatility. 
Conversely, an hiciease in the stock price makes the market value of its equity 
tend to increase more rapidly than the market value of its debt, which then causes 
the debt-equity ratio to fall and thus reduces the variance of the stock's returns. 
This argiiineiit endorses the view that a is less than 1, which concurs with a 
leptokurtic distribution and a heavy left-tail of the empirical distribution. This 




Option Pricing under CEV 
There are good reasons for coiisideiiiig the CEV model. Besides captiuiiig the 
leverage effect associated with asset prices, the model is fairly analytically tiactahle. 
The availability of the closed-fonii pi.idiig formulas for Eiiiopeaii call and put op-
tions leads to efficient calibration to the market data. Under CEV model, the 
prices of derivative securities satisfy the coriespoiidiiig partial differential equa-
tions (PDE), which provide great potential to apply analytical and iiuirierical 
PDE methods. 
3.1 The Valuation of European Options 
According to the relationship with squared Bessel process, the CEV density can 
be expressed in terms of the noncentral chi-square density. Then under the CEV 
model, the closed-form pricing foririiilas for European call and put options are 
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available. Specifically, Cox (1975) shows that 
c = Soe-'^^ll — x2(a, b + 2, c)] — Ke'^^x^c, b, a), 
P = /(e—斤[1 - b, a)] — b + 2’ c), 
when a < 1, and Einanuel and MacBeth (1982) derive that 
c = — x\c, —b, «)] - 2 — b, c), 
P = - 2 - b, c)] 一 S k - • ， 一 b , a), 
when cv > 1, with 
('二 (1-《)2议，’丨)二 r ^ ' ‘ = ( T ^ ^ r 
where 
2 
W = [ e 2 ( r - , ) ( a - l ) r - l i 
2ir-q){a-iy •!’ （3.1) 
and w) is the cmimlative distribution function (cdf) of a noiiceiitral dii-
square i.andom variable with iioncentrality parameter w and k degrees of freedoin 
The formulas feature the nonceiitral chi-sqiiare distribution function which 
cannot be easily and accurately computed. Consequently, an efficient and tractable 
iiiiinerical method for European option pricing under CEV assumption is quite 
valuable. 
Following the arguments of Carr et al. (1992), the price of a Eiiropeaii option 
is a solution of the following problem: 
V(S,T) = VT(S),0<S. 
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The payoff function VT(S) is determined by the feature of the option. For 
example, the payoffs of European vanilla calls and puts are given by 
V(S,T) = nmx{e(S-K),0),0<S, (3.3) 
where (9 二 1 for a call option and —1 for a put option. To make the option 
payoff as an initial condition, we reverse the time by setting t* = T — t and then 
substitute it into (3.2): 
' f + rl/ - - — = 0,0<SX<T 
• (3.4) 
�V{S,0) = VT{S)A)<S. 
Finite difference methods are simple and robust approaches that have been widely 
used to solve PDEs miirierically. As (3.4) is defined for S e [0. oc), we should 
value the option over an unbounded doiiiaiii, which is computationally iiifeasible 
for an implicit FDM. Traditionally, we work 011 a tiiincated domain [0, S^ax 
for some suitably large Smax- The left and right boundary conditions can he 
appi.oximated through the option's properties: 
PEIOX) = PE{Sma.,n ^ 0, (3.5) 
where Pe{S, t*) represents a Eiiiopeaii put option price. By the put-call parity 
equivalent boundary conditions for a European call, CE(S,t*), can be obtained 
as follows: 
n = 0, n ^ Sr,ra. — Kc-�”. (3 6) 
An implicit FDM can then be impleiiiented over the bounded (loiiiain with the 
approximated boundary conditions. 
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3.2 The Valuation of American Options 
The valuation of perpetual American options is presented in Appendix A As 
there is no closed form solution for finite maturity American options mider CEV 
model, the valuation should rely on numerical methods. Let PA{S, t) be the 
Aniericaii put option price and S*{t) be the optimal exercise price. Then the 
entire domain is divided into two regions separated by the free boundary. In the 
exercise region [0, S*{t)] x [0, T], we have 
(3.7) 
PA(S, t) = K = umx{K - S, 0). 
V 
111 the coiitiiiuatioii region {S*{f), oo) x [0, T], we have 
(3.8) 
PA{S,t) > max(A' - 5,0). 
On the free boundary, we should have 
and 
卿；綱 
— ( � ⑷ " ) = - 1 . (3.9) 
Equation (3.9) is known as the high-contact condition for American put options 
This condition must hold for all continuous asset price processes, including the 
CEV model, see Carr et al.(1992). The inequality (3.7) describes a situation in 
which the expected rate of return from holding the option is less than the risk-free 
interest rate. Thus, it is optimal to exercise the option prematurely. If > 
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ma.x(K - 5, 0), we should hold the option for an obvious reason and hence the 
option value satisfies the governing equation. When PA(S, t) > max(A' - 0) 
PA{S,t- At) > PA(S,t) for any positive At. 
In addition, it is easily seen that the following inequality holds: S*{t) > 
Sp(t — At), At > 0，implying that S;{t) is an increasing function of t. It is known 
that 您 < S;{t) <SS,0<t< T, where SS = S;{T) = min(宁’ A,). Moreover, 
= (3.10) 
This piobleiii is defined for an seini-iiifiiiite domain, so that one ti.iuicat.es it with 
the following boundary conditions: 
7 ^ 0 ， 广 ） = / 、 ' ， ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
The numerical valuation of Amei.ica.ii options is siiriilar to that of European op-
tions, except that it is leqiiiied to search for early exercise oppoitiiiiities at each 
time point. If the optimal exercise strategy depends only on the current value of 
the undeiiying process and time, the value of the option can be detenniiied using 
the Bellman principle of dynaiiiic piograiniriing: 
PA{S) = max{/(5), + t + dt)]}, ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
where PVt[-] is the present value at time t, f{S) is the intrinsic value of the option 
This principle is easily irnplerneiited with lattice or FDM because it simply 
means to look for early exercise opportunities at each node at each time point If 
it is optimal to exercise early at a particular node, then the value of the option 
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is replaced with the intrinsic value at that node. However this can be tiirie-
consiirriirig for a large domain. 
According to the put-call symmetry for American options, if the local volatility 
(t(5, t) solely depends on S, then the following relations hold: 
CA{S, t; r, q, a{S)) 二 PA�K”S, ^； q, r, cr{S))S/K, or (3.13) 
PA{S,t;r,q,a{S)) = CA{K'^ / S.,t;q,r,a{S))S/K„ 
and 
S:汰 R,qMSV) X S;{f,,q,,.MK‘”S��= K\ (3.14) 
Thus it suffices to consider the valuation of either the Aiiieiica.ii put or call op-
tioiis. Ill tliis paper, we focus on the put option. 
3.3 How “far” is Enough? 
To (leal with an unboiiiided (lomaiii, we usually impose boundary conditions at 
a place which is far away from the region of interest, so that even if the imposed 
boundary conditions are imperfect, the solution will not be affected materially. 
This approach is referred to the far-field boundary condition, see Karigro and 
Nicolaides (2000). 
How "far" is sufficient? To have an accurate result, a large domain is preferred 
but we have to deal with many grid points. Consequently, the computational time 
is increased. Although a small domain results in a fast compiitatioii, the accu-
racy can be greatly affected by the error associated with the imposed boundary 
19 
conditions. 
There is always a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency with the far-field 
approach. The more accurate the boundary conditions coiiforrii to the character-
istics of the desired solution, the closer we can place the boundary to the domain 




The Proposed Artificial 
Boundary Approach 
111 this section, we derive a class of exact aitificial houiidai.y conditions for the 
CEV model on an miboimded domain. An exact aitificial boundary condition is a 
bouiKlary condition by which we obtain an initial boiiiKlary value (IBV) problem 
oil a bounded domain that shares the same solution with the original initial value 
problem. Therefore, we perforin FDM to the IBV problem on the introduced 
bounded domain. 
4.1 Standardized Form of the CEV Model 
Under the Black-Scholes model, the governing equation can be transformed into 
a heat equation so that classical numerical methods can be applied. Here we 
transforiri the PDE under CEV into a standard fonri of PDE. We consider the 
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standard time-reversing transformation t* = T — t and the equation (3 2) By 
setting V = the equation is reduced to: 
— + = _ (4.1) 
To eliminate the drift term, we introduce a new variable S' = 广 ^nd 
transform the PDE into: 
= (4-2) 
After recognizing fT(5") = i in the CEV model. The goveniiiig equation (4 2) 
is given by 
2 dS''^ — dt* • (.1.3) 
We re-paraincterize the elasticity by letting 2a = 2- The PDE now becomes: 
2 敝 2 Qt* • (4.4) 
To simplify the left-hand side of (4.4), we let X 二 S'�and obtain： 
The right-hand side of (4.5) can be further simplified by iiitrodiicing a new time 
variable r: 
, 1 2 (r-o)r(i) u* _v — / 
(IT = TTI^^ 、八IT T = — E ^~~ - 1) 
2"2 2p{r - q) ^ 丄厂 
Consequently, we arrive at the standardized CEV equation: 
f X 研 + ( 1 - … 屁 . (4.6) 
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One can link it to a parabolic equation with a non-zero drift by letting Y = 
^ ^ 1 — 2 " 州 
兩 + 亚 ， （4.7) 
The overall transformations are summarized as follows: 
- 1), 
when t = 0, r ^ ^ ( e ^ - 1) = T*, 
when t = T, T = 0, 
= 2 -
‘ , (4.8) 
when f = 0, = 2(5"e(r-(/)T)去， 
when t = T, Y = 25^ , 
Vi (了-')1/’ 
when t = ( ) ， - e'-'^V, 
when t = T, Vi = V. 
\ 
Then the problem of American option pricing under CEV model can be formu-
lated as: 
( 
OT — ay-2 十 dY ‘ ^ > U, U < r, 
< V^山=。= max(/( -（ f 产 ,0) ’ y ; ( r ) < y, (4.9) 
V^i 尸 Ke双—t)-[判>-0, 
V 
where V*(T) is the optimal exercise value of V at time r. 
4.2 Exact Artificial Boundary Conditions 
Equipped with the standardized CEV equation (4.9), we now derive the exact 
artificial boundary condition for American put options. We consider the artificial 
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boundary on the asset value to be larger than the strike price K as the optimal 
exercise price is less than K. When a = I, the CEV model reduces to the Black-
Scholes model arid the corresponding artificial boundary has been studied by Han 
and Wu (2002). Thus, we focus on the remaining two cases: a > 1 arid a < 1 
Case 1: i < 0 {a > 1) 
This case is relatively straightforward. From (4.8), we recognize that Y = 
2(SV夕(了-'))去 is a decreasing fiiiictioii of S. Wlien oo, K — 0. By 
the exact boundary condition of (3.10), we deduce that 
lim (4.10) 
Therefore, the implicit FDM can be applied to the PDE (4.4) defined on a 
bounded domain with the exact boundary condition (4.10) and the initial coiidi-
tioii: 
( ( Y \ � \ 
l/i(y,0) = max^/ i - ( ^- j , 0 j . (4.11) 
Moreover, the value of an American put option should satisfy the constraint-
> max(AV(r-G — (^ )^ '^ e^ (^ -^ ), 0). (4.12) 
Case 2: l>0 {a < 1) 
The challenge goes to the case where a < 1. From (4.8)，Y = 0)去 
is an increasing function of S under the present situation. We recall that the 
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governing equation: 
dVi ^ d'Vi l-2iydVi 
i = 所 + 麻， （4.13) 
is defined on an unbounded domain FI(T): 
【如）={(> ’^ r)eR'I r;(T) < r < + o o , 0 < r < r * } . (4.14) 
We now introduce an artificial boundary Fq： 
r« = {(y>)| l^ = a ’ O S r g * } , (4 15) 
where a is a constant pre-specified by the user. Exact boimdai.y coiiditioiLs are 
derived to eiisiiie that the solution on the compiita.tioiia.l (tniiicatod) domain 
coincides with the exact solution of the original pi.ohleii.i. 
The uiihoiiiided domain is divided by r„ into the boundecl tiine-depeiideiit 
interior domain: 
= {(Y, Y;(T) <Y<A^^<T< R*}， （毛叫 
and the unbounded time-iiidependent exterior domain: 
^ext = {(y，T) e i ? 2 | r > a , 0 < r < T*}. (4 17) 
Here we postulate that the initial condition is compactly supported in the interior 
(bounded) domain ^nt(T) so that the initial condition is zero in the exterior 
(iiiiboiiridecl) domain. It means that the artificial boundary should stay above 
the free boundary. 
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For the derivation of the exact artificial boundary condition at we consider 
the problem in the exterior domain: 
'啦=哩 + TZ2UD\^ (Y ^Q 
dr dY^ 卞 Y dY ‘ ^ ^'ext, 
v^ i 0, y > a, 
‘ (4.18) 
Vi 0’ when Y +oo, 0 < r < T*. 
As Vi (a, r) is an unknown function, the problem of (4.18) is not a coinplete-
posed problem, which cannot be solved indepeiideiitly. Certainly, it becomes 
a well-posed problem once we deteriiiiiic the value of Vi(y', r) on the artificial 
houiidaiy r„. For the moment, we consider Vi("，7") = V。and solve the exterior 
problem (4.18) using the La.place tmnsfonii： 
阶 = I 肌 T ) e - � T ：二 L,(\/,(y;r)), (4.19) 
where s > 0 is the parameter of the Laplace ti.aiisfoi.m. Then the subsidiary 
equatioii for (4.18) with zero initial condition is: 
(fVi 1 - 2/y dVi 一 . 
研 + 万 = (4.20) 
The corresponding boundary conditions are: 
> J i ! S / i =0 ’ _ （4.21) 
Let = VVi and z 二 . Then, the ordinary differential equation (4.20) is 
transformed into the modified Bessel differential equation: 
tfVx 1 dV^ , i/2 — 
i + (l + I ^ ) V i = 0 ’ (4.22) 
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The solution of (4.22) is classic: 
= 从 ⑷ + B A ; ⑷ ’ (4.23) 
where U{z) and K^(z) are respectively the modified Bessel functions of the first 
and second kind. The constants A and B are chosen such that Vi satisfies the 
boundary conditions (4.21). Simple calculation shows that 
V^o 
4 = 0， B = 我 、 M (4.24) 
Hence, we obtain 
二 U j sKAs/^a) • ( 描 ） 
By inverting the Laplace traiisfoniiatioii, the solution of (1.18) defined on the 
exterior doiiiaiii with a. zero initial condition and a constant boundary condition 
over r^ is found: 
[[-)说“…). (4.26) 
Thus, we identify the fmictioii as follows: 
吼T ) = 、 l U j ； i ^ j _ 
Using Duhamel，s theorem, we conclude that: 
(4.28) 
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As l/i(a,0) = 0 and G{Y, 0) = 0，(4.28) reads: 
(4.29) 
All exact Neumann boundary condition can be obtained from (4.29). We consider: 
dV, �dV,(a,X)dG{Y,T-X),� 
W = l -~dX ^ ( 从 （4.30) 
where 
Due to the fact that: 
ZKA'A + ⑷ = ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
we define the integral kernel: 
T - _ = Ls [ - ^ ^ J ^ ^ ) 一 = H. i r - A). (4.32) 
Then we become able to write: 
dVi(y.r) 厂 州 ( M ) u ,、、，、 
= J o ^ ^ H A T — X)dX. (4.33) 
The above computation shows the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.1. For a < I, the solution of the original problem (4.9) over 
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an unbounded domain satisfies the following PDE over a bounded domain 
( 
尝 + 势 ， < y < , , 0 < r < T * , 
max(/( — (I：产’ 0), y ; (r ) < y < 
< (4.34) 
V^i 了 - 广一T-O, 
V 
It remains to show that the solution to (4.34) is unique so that we are allowed 
to use the immei.ical solution of (4.34) to appioximate that of (4.9). 
Proposition 4.2.2. The solution of (4.34) is unique. 
Proof: Suppose r) and 1/12(1； r) are two solutions of problem (1.31). We 
define their difference to be e(V,T) = VN{Y,T) — Then in ^(y, r) 
satisfies: 
' 赛 = 0 + 靠’ < < 0 < r < 
£ IT二0=0, Y;{T) < y < a, 
< I (4.35) 
£ |Y;(r尸 0’ 0 S T 化 
Multiplying r e to both sides of the PDE in (4.35) and perfoniiing integrations 
over Qint, we obtain 
f T * f a / 1 r pT* o 
人 Jv^ir) KdYJ 2 九 y=„ 
+ = 0. (4.36) 
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We then consider the following problem on the unbounded doiiiain l^xt: 
= + « < < oo, 0 < r < T*, 
|t=o= 0, a < y < oo, 
< (4.37) 
£ |y=a，0 < T < T*, 
£* — 0, when Y ^ oo. 
V 
Given r), problem (4.37) has a unique solution E*{Y,T). Moreover: 
r de(a, A) ^ ^ … 、 d e 
W Y——: j 。 ( 4 . 3 8 ) 
Multiplying Ye* to both sides of (4.37) and iiitegrating over l^ ext, we ol)taiii: 
pT* r ^ / / k * 、 2 I roc / - T * 
/ / >'(i7) dYdr^U VV^ (丨Y = - (Ir 
Jo J a J 2 人 t=T* Jo C)Y 
+ f ^― dT> 0. (4.39) 
力） 丄 y=a 
According to (4.36): 
rT* f)^* rT' *2 nT* o 
- ( … 叫 Y 如卜Y备 d丁 
Jo ^^ "A) ^ Y=a Jo Ol�,=„ 
R 
+ 2" / - dT< 0. (4.40) 
Combining (4.39-4.40) with (4.37), we end up with e{Y, r)三 0. The proof is then 
completed. 
Proposition 4.2.3. According to the transfonnatioiis in (4.8), American put 
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Option price under CEV model can be expressed by Vi(y, r) as follows: 
E—"了—。FO T - X)dX, when S > (•产e—(厂―0, 
PA{S,t) - "了-”’ when < �（§) _(卜 
K - S , when 0<S < S;(T), 
(4.41) 
where 
— 1 I 2 (!：、" - ^ (u V) y,. (ua)- V,. (uy)J,Aua) du 
—丄卞 T  \ " 乂 山> ( .JUua)^Y;Hua) ~ 
aiid 
V 2 / 
Proof: It is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 and (4.28). The details of 
inverting the Laplace traiisfonii is presented in Appendix B. 
4.3 The Integral Kernels and Numerical Laplace 
Inversion 
The function 
rr \、— r-1 [ — 叫 
^uV —入）—•^S � J , i r \ 
L 批vW^a�J hT—A 
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appears in the exact artificial boundary condition (4.34). Using the Inversion 
Theorem, we get: 
H “ 、 = — 丄 [ 如 = —！广 e-“2, 
八)—2m J一 — Jo au{Jl(au) + Y 加 u � � - . 
(4.42) 
Therefore, the rmrnei ical method involves the computatioii of this integral over 
a semi-iiifiiiite domain that may deteriorate the efficiency. Moreover, the analytic 
solution of Laplace Inversion is not apparent all the time. Here we resort to the 
methods of iiuinerical Laplace inversion by using Fourier analysis, see Appendix 
C. The efficiency and accuracy of our method is investigated. 
For compmisoii, we look at several special cases that simplification can be 
applied to compute this function. 
When ly = the modified Bessel functions in the integrand of M八i) can be 
expressed in temis of tiigoiioinetric fiiiictions: 
1 1 -辜 
“ 和 和 — 2 ， N ( ^ ) = - J _ I ( 2 ) = - ( - T T Z ) % 0 S 2 , (4.43) 
111 fact, the Bessel functions with the order "二 n + | (n 二 0, 土1’ 土2,.. •) are 
eleineiitary fiiiictions. In addition, for n = 0,1,2,..., 
^-n-lW = ( —1 广 ⑷ ， = (-1 广 人 ⑷ ， （4.44) 
We can also write: 
2 I zdz z 
> ； + “ 和 — ( — 广 n ^ ) “ � . (4.45) 
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy of N.I. for a = 0 Figure 4.2: Accuracy of N.I. for a = | 
We now investigate three kinds of integral kernels used in our numerical ex-
amples: 
1. When 1/ = 1 (a = 0), • 
丑丢⑷ =一； ^ r 吟 d u =-点 J - e-^MuVi] 
The evaluation time of numerical Laplace inversion is 0.578 seconds for 200 
points. The difference between numerical Laplace inversion and analytic 
solution is less than 5 x 10"^ as showed in Fig.4.1. 
2. When "=臺（Q； 二臺)， 
From Fig.4.2, it is seen that the absolute error of numerical Laplace inver-
sion is less than 1 x 10""^  with a cost of 1.524 seconds for 200 points. 
3. When = | {a = 
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy of N.I. for o； = | Figure 4.4: Decay of HJf) 
It can be seen, from Fig.4.3’ that the numerical Laplace Inversion for a = | 
is also very efficient and accurate with the absolute error less than 3 x 10"®. 
The evaluation time is 1.625 seconds for 200 points. 
If we set a = 1, we can see from Fig.4.4 that Hi (t), Hs (t), Ho {t) are all smooth 




We compare the computa.tiona] speed and accuracy of our proposed method with 
the tiaditioiial iiiiplicit finite difference sclieiiie. As the closed-fonii ])iiciiig for-
mula of European-style options under the CEV model is available, see (3.1), we 
first present the results for a European put option and attempt to show that our 
method outpeifonns the tiaditioiial implicit finite difference scheme. Then we 
implement our method to value American put options. 
5.1 General Numerical Scheme 
As there is no exact solution for American options, Han and Wu (2002) regard 
the binomial method with large steps as true values to examine their iiuiiieiical 
scheme. We subscribe the same notion and use the lattice methods for CEV model 
proposed by Lii and Hsu (2005) with a very large time step as the benchmark. 
After introducing an artificial boundary r„ to bound the domain = 
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{(y,r) G I Y;(T) < y < a , 0 < r < T*}, we only need to solve problem 
(4.34) with the derived exact artificial boundary condition (4.33). 
We employ an implicit finite difference scheme on the bounded domain. The 
interval [0, T*] is divided into N equally time-spacing subintervals, namely: 
0 = TO < N < …< T.N < …< TN = T*. (5.1) 
The interval [0，A] for the state variable Y is divided into M subintervals with 
equal length, namely 
0 = Ko < < • • • • < y,n < .. • < Ym = a. (5.2) 
The hackwaixl-tiine and central-space finite diffeieiice appioxiniatioiis are used 
as follows: 
dVi <广1 - iC 
^ “ (5.3) 
— 〜 - (⑶ 
dY 〜 ， （ l y 
^ 〜 - 2<广1 + < 二 , ⑴ 
QY2 � A y 2 , 
where w工=V"i(7*n’>y. 
Substituting the approximations to (4.34), we obtain: 
S ^m _ "m+1 〜 . 十 〜 i - - Zl^ r^n+l _ r^n-1 r\ 
— Ay2 卞 rri X AY 2 A Y . (… 
Let 
( / Y \ \ 
g{y. r) = max — g j ’ （5 7) 
9m = (5.8) 
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A linear system of equations is set up to compute the numerical values across 
each time interval: 
- + ^ ^ 咖 二 + (2p + 1 ) 心 1 - [P - - 《 = 0 ’ (5.9) 
rrb fit 
< > y l . (5.10) 
< = ( 5 . 1 1 ) 
where n = 1, 2, ...,N — 1，m = 1,2, ...,M and p = is the mesh ratio. 
For the exact artificial bouiidary condition on Fn, we use the appioxiinatioii: 
dV^^y.r) r 卿 - A ) " , \、/\ 
= £ ('",『一 "A/) / ' H办1 -入入. (5.12) 
£=0 人' 
Using the Trapezoid rule, f= f[x)dx is computed by {b — (。•^⑷广).Hence we 
obtain the approxiiriated boiiriclaiy conditions as follows: 
州 ( 》 ) _ V 、X H'人Tn - + H � n - n) 
^ — — X 0 ， (5.13) 
OY y=a e=o 上 
where the function Euii) can be evaluated by the nuineiical Laplace inversion in 
the Appendix C. 
In the traditional implicit finite difference scheme, we work on the truiicated 
domain [0,5,nax], for a suitably large 5max- In our example, we use 4 times of the 
strike price in the put option. The far field boundary condition is then given by: 
厂 义 ( 5 . 1 4 ) 
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By expressing the problem in matrix-vector form, the values for w二 can be 
solved efficiently in the inatrix-friendly Matlab program. 
For the above discrete problem (5.7-5.10), we do the following stability anal-
ysis. 
Proposition 5.1.1. The discrete problem (5.7-5.10) is iiricoiiditionally stable, in 
the sense that ||'w"||oo < ||'wO||oo’ n = 1, 2,..., N, independent of the tiinestep and 
mesh spacing. 
Proof: Let {u"} be the solution of equation (5.7-5.10). Denote: 
< =||"1|oo = 1 二 {•<}• (5.15) 
Moieover, note that > . If = .(/二 we have: 
Kn = IMIoo = A s 【 1 < ( 】 < =IK-111⑷， 
where N = 1,2,..., N. 
Otherwise, by (5.7) we have: 
1 — 2" 1 — 2v 
(2p + - (P + — (p - ^ X - i — = 0, 
〃& ill 
hence we can obtain: 
'I^ III 
which can be simplified as: 
Moo 引k."—i||oc,n=i,2,.",yv. 
The proof is then completed by recurrence on n. 
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Example 5.1.1. Consider the pricing of European and American put options 
with " = I which corresponds to a 二 0. We have discussed the properties of the 
integral kernel under this situation in Section 4.3. It is clear that the standardized 
CEV equation is reduced to a heat equation when i/ = 
Comparisons are made using the closed-form put pricing formula in (3.1). 
The noncentral chi-squared cdf is computed using Matlab's NCX2CDF function, 
which is based on the series expansion of the iioiiceiitral chi-sqiiarecl CDF in terms 
of chi-squaied CDF's with Poissoii weights. The current stock piice is 100, time 
to expiry is G iiioiitlis, r = 5% and q = 0 (iioii-dividoiul). Here the value of a is set 
such that at-the-iiioiiey volatility is 20% given t he value of a. It can be seen fioiii 
Table 5.1 that the exact artificial boundary condition is efficient and accmate. 
Answers accmate to within 0.005 are given using 100 x 100 grids. The CPU time 
is even less than the closed-form method. Coiiipaiiiig to the traditional implicit 
finite difference method with 400 x 400 grids, our proposed method is more than 
3 times faster for the same level of accuracy. We stress that the implicit FDM 
is not computing one but many option prices at the same time. For the case of 
100 X 100 grids, the computational time refers to the time of obtaining 100 option 
prices. These many option prices are useful for coinpiitirig option Greeks, such 
as Delta and Gamma. The binomial methods with 5000 time steps also generate 
accurate results but is niucli less efficient. 
We plot the computational error against the execution time in Fig.5.1. It is 
obvious that the artificial boundary method outperforms the traditional implicit 
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Table 5.1: Values of European Put with a = 0 
Strike Price K=90 K=100 K=UO Evaluation Time 
Closed-form 1.4680 4.4244 9.9552 0.0314 
FDM:100*100 1.4556 4.4033 9.9444 0.0469 
FDM:200*200 1.4584 4.4088 9.9465 1.9803 
FDM:300*300 1.4610 4.4104 9.9499 3.0234 
FDM:400*400 1.4654 4.4218 9.9543 3.9205 
ABC:100*100 1.4634 4.4210 9.9510 0.0167 ‘ 
ABC:200*200 1.4676 4.4232 9.9541 1.2554 
Binomial:5000 1.4668 4.4222 9.9528 14.3467 
0.012 . 1 . . . 1 —I 
P^ABC 
。、、 - 0 - FDM 
0.01 . 、、、、 
、-众 
0.008 . \ • 




0.002 . \、• 丨 \ 、• 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
CPUTime(s) 
Figure 5.1: Error for FDM and ABC with a = 0 
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Table 5.2: Values of Aiiierican Put with a = 0 
Strike Price /C=90 /<：=100 K = U { ) Evaluation Time 
FDM： 100* 100 1.5633 4.6093 10.7257 0.1659 
FDM:200*200 1.5874 4.6432 10.7345 1.4532 
FDM: 300* 300 1.5998 4.6587 10.7355 6.0234 
FDM:400*400 1.6132 4.6678 10.7404 14.9205 
FDM:600*600 1.6312 4.6734 10.7423 20.7517 
ABC:100*100 1.5934 4.6489 10.7395 1.0167 
ABC:200*200 1.6187 4.6699 10.7402 4.3415 
Binoinial:5000 1.5938 4.6498 10.73(52 23.2467 
FDM. 
The utility of the proposed met hod for vahiiiig Aineiicaii options is investi-
gated next. As no closed-foi.m solution is available, we coiiipaie the results of 
artificial boundary conditions (ABC) to those obtained from the traditional iiri-
plicit FDM with much more grid points and the binomial methods with 5000 
time steps. Once again, the ABC method oiitperfoniis the traditional implicit 
FDM as the order of convergence is much higher for the ABC method. Moreover, 
the ABC met hod exceeds the binomial method for its higher efficiency. From 
Table 5.2, when the strike price is set to 110, the result of the traditional implicit 
FDM with 600 x 600 grids is 10.7423 with an evaluation time of 20.7517 s. Us-
ing ABC method, the result of 10.7402 is obtained for 200 x 200 grids and the 
computational time costs us 4.3415s only. The binomial methods is much more 
tiine-consuming for achieving the same level of accuracy. 
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Table 5.1: Values of European Put with a = 0 
Strike Price /<=90 K=10Q ^'=110 Evaluation Time 
Closed-form 1.3380 4.4202 10.1099 0.0251 
FDM:100*100 1.3259 4.3992 10.0988 0.0216 
FDM: 200*200 1.3293 4.4088 10.1067 2.0835 
FDM:300*300 1.3329 4.4121 10.1083 3.3234 
FDM:400*400 1.3366 4.4176 10.1089 4.5205 
ABC:100*100 1.3309 4.4132 10.1076 0.5019 
ABC:200*200 1.3357 4.4189 10.1086 3.2554 
Binomial:5000 1.3338 4.4147 10.1057 15.3827 
Example 5.1.2. Now we take a, look at the situation where 0 < cv < 1. In 
l)articulai', we consider a： = 2/3, which is equivalent to /乂 = 3/2. We use the 
properties in Section 4.3 for iiiipleiiieiitiiig the ABC method. Other paraiiieters 
are same as those of Example 5.1.1. 
The result is smiimai.ized in Table 5.3. Firstly we coiiceiitiate on the European 
put option. Unlike Example 5.1.1, the integral kernel involves the computation 
of the error function in the present case. The evaluation time will be a little 
bit longer. However, the ABC method still outperforms the traditional implicit 
FDM and the binomial method with 5000 time steps in terms of both efficiency 
arid accuracy. When the error is plotted against the evaluation time in Fig.5.2. 
The superiority of ABC method becomes obvious. The ABC method is still very 
efficient when we use it to price American options as reported in Table 5.4. For 
example, the ABC method with 200 x 200 grids generates the same accuracy 
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Figure 5.2: Error for FDM and ABC with a = | 
Table 5.4: Values of American Put with a = | 
Strike Price K=90 K=100 K=110 Evaluation Time 
FDM:100*100 1.4221 4.6239 10.8192 0.1316 
FDM:200*200 1.4382 4.7852 10.9107 4.3445 
FDM:300*300 1.4404 4.8033 11.0743 15.7877 
FDM:400*400 1.4432 4.8471 11.1249 18.6547 
ABC:100*100 1.4349 4.7904 11.0232 4.8776 
ABC:200*200 1.4421 4.8398 11.1145 9.7342 
Binomial:5000 1.4391 4.8134 11.0873 26.6352 
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Table 5.1: Values of European Put with a = 0 
Strike Price I<=90 /C=100 K=110 Evaluation Time 
Closed-form 1.3131 4.4199 10.1419 0.0409 
FDM:100*100 1.3010 4.3989 10.1308 1.4953 
FDM:200*200 1.3093 4.4082 10.1387 2.3533 
FDM:300*300 1.3112 4.4162 10.1403 3.8534 
FDM:400*400 1.3118 4.4173 10.1409 4.9988 
ABC:100*100 1.3109 4.4101 10.1385 1.5801 
ABC:200*200 1.3127 4.4177 10.1407 4.1231 
BinomialiSOOO 1.3109 4.1164 10.1395 13.4234 
level as the traditional implicit FDM with 100 x lOO giicls. The evaluation time 
is iiiiidi less than the biuoiuial methods with 5000 time steps. 
Example 5.1.3. We use one iiioie example to verify the perfoniiaiice of the ABC 
method. The parameter is a = | which is equivalent to v = We have also 
discussed the properties of the integral kernels uiidei. this situation in Section 4.3. 
The results of European and American put options are obtained in Tables 5.5 
and 5.6. In Fig.4.4, it is clear that for the same value of a the integral kernels 
of this example should decay slower than those of Example 5.1.2. Hence, the 
evaluation time will be longer. The artificial boundary method still outperforms 
the traditional implicit FDM and the binomial method with 5000 time steps in 
both European arid American options. 
As important, as computing price of an option is computing the standard 
hedge sensitivities: delta, gamma, vega, theta and rho. In the financial markets, 
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Table 5.6: Values of Ainerican Put with a = ^ 
strike Price K=90 K=100 K=110 Evaluation Time 
FDM:100*100 1.4091 4.5123 10.8856 0.9353 
FDM:200*200 1.4033 4.6987 10.7893 7.5655 
FDM:300*300 1.4102 4.7216 10.9455 14.8534 
FDM:400*400 1.4418 4.7631 10.8787 19.3743 
ABC:100*100 1.4109 4.7442 10.8371 5.8901 
ABC:200*200 1.4357 4.7573 10.8554 11.3343 
Binomial:5000 1.4233 4.7234 10.8123 24.3424 
the aim of a ti.adei. is to manage the Greeks so that all risks are acceptable. 
Because finite diffoieiice calculations geiieiate option value on an eiitiie grid of S 
values, the calculation of delta, gamma and theta in this iiiaiiiier come at negligible 
additional coiiiputatioiial cost. Evaluation of the other hedging parameters in this 
iiiamier requires repeated solution of the eqimtioii for option value. In Table 5.7, 
the results of Greeks for Em.opeaii and Ainerican put options are obtained using 
artificial bouiiclaiy method with 100*100 grids. Our method works so well. 
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Table 5.7: Values of Greeks with « = | 
European A'=90 A'=100 A'=110 Evaluation Time 
delta -0.1591 -0.3968 -0.6619 1.7423 
gamma 0.0168 0.0272 0.02()3 1.6902 
rlw -8.7901 -22.3231 -38.4241 3.0172 
vcga 17.5762 27.3614 25.1501 3.2413 
theta -2.6363 -3.2399 -1.2188 1.7542 
American A'=90 K=10n /\=110 Evaluation Time 
delta -0.1706 -0.4341 -0.7545 5.9423 
gaviina 0.0124 0.0137 0.0154 5.9201 
rho -7.8086 -16.8522 -18.0865 9.9347 
vega 17.9489 27.1942 20.5401 9.4729 
theta -1.3549 -3.7539 -2.2994 5.9683 
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Chapter 6 
Hornotopy Analysis Method 
111 this chapter, an exact and explicit solution for American options uiidei- CEV 
model is (lei.ived in the form of Maclaiirin series using hornotopy analysis. The 
coirespoiidiiig optimal early exercise boiiiidaiy, which is a critical ingredient in 
the hedging of the Ainerican style contingent claims, is also obtained. The Fade 
technique is employed to further accelerate the convergence. The results here 
provide a cross-validation for the proposed artificial bou iu la iy uietliod. 
6.1 The Front-Fixing Transformation 
According to (3.8-3.9), after reversing the time by setting r - T - / , the valuation 
of American put option under CEV model, can be formulated as a free 
boundary problem: 
OPa I 2 PA � , 4 D � 
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PA(S,0) = umx{K-S,0), (6.2) 
PA(Sf(T),T)=^K-Sf(T), (6.3) 
dPA(Sf{T),r) 
^ ( 6 / ( T ) , r ) = - 1 , ( 6 . 4 ) 
lini PA{S,T) = 0. (6.5) 
The PDE is define in the domain S G [ S ' / ( T ) , O O ) and T G [0,T]. 
The difficulty for an accurate valuation of Ainerican style options lies on the 
unknown free boiindaiies associated with the early exercise feature. It was first 
suggested by Landau (1950) that siicli difficulty can l)e removed by tiaiisfoniiiiig 
the unknown and varying boundary into a known and fixed one. Wu and Kwok 
(1997) coiistnict a froiit-tixing iiiiiiierical iiietliod for Aiiieiicaii option pricing 
under Black-Scholes Model. The following traiisforiiiatioii of state variable serves 
this purpose to solve the problem (6.1-6.5): 
= \n{S/Sf(T)) or S = Sf(T)e\ (6.6) 
Define PA(S,T) = V{X,T) using the new state variable, (6.1-6.5) become: 
dV 1 dSf{r)dV 1 2, , dV] , nV 
^ — ^ ^ ^ = —2(1 (*) 1应—石 j + (r 一 q)石—rV, (6.7) 
工’0) = niax(/v — >S/(0)e.T，0), (6.8) 
V{0,T) = K-Sf (T) , (6.9) 
- -Sf{r). (6.10) 
工‘，T) - 0 , (6.11) 
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where = and x e [0, oo). It is seen that the front-fixing 
transformation converts the linear PDE with an uiikiiowii free boundary into a 
nonlinear PDE defined on a fixed domain. We define the nonlinear operator as, 
"�T" � � / � i 抓 1 d5V(T)m/ I2,�「炉V^ dV] , BY T, 
A a V ( x , T ) ’ 胁 ) ] = i - 福 女 一 - 一 * ) [ ― - 瓦 j — ( . r i ) _ + , V ’ 
(6.12) 
and the governing equation can be written in a general form: 
Af[V(x,T),Sf{T)]^{). (6.13) 
6.2 Homotopy Analysis Method 
Through the front-fixing traiisfoniiatioii, the noiilinear iiatuie of the valuation 
problem of Amei.icaii options under CEV model is exposed. Solving nonlinear 
problem is inherently difficult, aiicl the stronger the iioiilineaiity the more in-
tractable solutions become. Analytic appi.oximat.ioiis often break down as 11011-
linearity becomes strong, and even peitiirbatioii approximations are valid only 
for problems with weak iionliiieaxity. It is the reason why the American option 
pricing has been widely acknowledged as a fuiidanieiital challenge in financial 
engineering for a long time. 
We introduce a powerful analytic method, called homotopy analysis, for the 
valuation of Airierican options under CEV model. A homotopy between two 
continuous functions f and g from a topological space X to a topological space 
Y is defined to be a continuous function H : X x [0,1] Y from the product of 
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the space X with the unit interval [0,1] to Y such that, for all x G X , 0 ) = 
/(x-) and H(x, 1) = g{x). Hornotopy analysis itself is an useful tool in topology. 
Applications of hoiriotopy analysis can be found in Patty (1993) and Liao (1997). 
The essence of hornotopy analysis method is to transfer a nonlinear problem into 
infinitely many linear subproblems and then to approximate the original nonlinear 
problem by the solutions of the first several linear subproblems. 
6.2.1 Zero-order Deformation Equat ion 
Hornotopy analysis method is based on a continuous variation from an initial 
trial to the exact solution. We coiistiuct the hoiiiotopic iiiai)pings: \,(./:’ r) -~> 
(I>(:r,T;/))，5/(r) > //(r; p) such that, as the eiiiheddiiig paiaiiieter p increases 
froin 0 to 1, (1>(;/;, T； p) and r}[T]p) vary coiitimioiisly from the initial guesses to 
the exact solutions given by V(X,T) and 5/(r), respectively. Let Vo(x,r) denote 
an initial guess of the exact solution V{x, r) and C an auxiliary linear operator 
with the property: 
乙[/(工•, T)] = 0 when /(x, T) = 0. (6.14) 
Using p e [0,1] as an embedding parameter, we construct a liomotopy: 
nmx,r;p),ri{T;p);Vo(x,r)] = (1 - r; p) - K)(2-,t)1} 
-pAf[^(x,T]p),ri{T-p)]. (6.15) 
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It should be emphasized that we have a freedom to choose the auxiliary linear 
operator C. Enforcing the hornotopy (6.15) to be zero, i.e., 
nmx, T; p), "(T; p); Vo(x, T)] = 0, (6.16) 
we obtain the zero-order deformation equation: 
(l-p){Cmx,Typ) 一 Vo(x, r)]} - pMmx, r; p), //(r; p)], (6.17) 
where (<l>(x, r;/;), t){t]p)) is the solution that depends upon not only the initial 
guess V(){X, T) and the auxiliary linear opei.atoi. C but also tlie embedding pa.rai.ii-
eter p G [0,1]. We also enforce (<I>(.7；, T:P), q(T\p)) to satisfy the following initial 
and boiiiiclary conditions: 
= max(/( — 5/(0)e•^0), (6.18) 
(]KO,t;P) = A： —//(7•； p), (6.19) 
抛(0,T;p) ( 、 ， 
彻--丨丨(丁•，P), (6.20) 
lirn = 0. (6.21) 
•T—•CX) \ ‘ 
When p = 0, the zero-order (lefoniiation equation (6.17) becomes 
/:[^)(x-,r;0)-yo(x-,r)] = 0. (6.22) 
According to (6.14), we obtain: 
(J(;r，T;0) = VO(X,T). (6.23) 
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The choice of the auxiliary linear operator presents the set of base functions used 
to express the solution of the nonlinear problem. It is well known that a real-
valued function can be approximated by a sum of many different base functions. 
The choice of C is rather important for the efficiency of approximating a nonlinear 
problem. For the valuation of American options under CEV model, it is natural 
to choose the Black-Scholes operator related to the European options on a non-
dividend paying stocks, i.e., 
When p = 0, (6.19) is lechiccd to (I)(()，T:0) = K - //(r;0). Define C O ( T ) = 
//(r; 0) as the initial guess of the optimal early exeicise hoiimltuy. We obtain 
the relationship between the two initial guesses: CO(T) = K — VJ)((),T). Thus, we 
obtain the siibprohlein for the initial guess on the seiiii-iiifinite doiiiaiii [0, oo]: 
£[Vb(.T,T)l = 0, 
K)(x-,0) - max(/v — 5/(0)e^0), 
< (6.25) 
lini Vo{X, T) = 0. 
x—*oo 
When p = 1, the zero-order deformation equatioii (6.17) is equivalent to: 
Ar[$(x-,T;l) ,r/(r ; l )] = 0, (6.26) 
which is exactly the same as the original governing equation (6.13) if 
$(：£；’ r; 1) = V(x, r) and r/(r; 1) = 5/(r). (6.27) 
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According to (6.23) arid (6.27)，as the embedding parameter p increases from 0 
to 1, T;P) and deform continuously from the initial approximations 
VO{X, T) arid Co(t) to the exact pricing formula V{X,T) and the early exercise 
boundary Sf(T) of the original problem (6.7-6.11). Such a coiitiniious variation 
is called deformation in horriotopy. This is the reason why we call (6.17) the 
zero-order deformation equation. 
Define the mth-oi.der deforniation derivatives as 
Consider the Taylor expansions of (I>(x', r; p) and //(r: /;) with respect to p, 
+ OC 1,1川]广 、 
(I)(:r，r; p) = r: 0) + V () p"\ (6.29) 
nil 
m— 1 
+ 00 [^m] / ) 
n{r\p) = RI(T； 0) + 严. (6.30) 
m = 1 
By denoting 
= and C n ⑴ = ” ， (6.31) 
m! nil 
the power series of ^(x-, r; p) and //(r) become: 
+ 00 
= $(x-,r;0) + (6.32) 
m = l 
+ 00 
.n(j、P) = v{r-0) + ^ C⑴⑴广， (6.33) 
m = l 
where Kn(;r, r) and (爪(T) will be detenniiied by the high-order deforniation equa-
tions below. 
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6.2.2 High-order Deformation Equation 
Define the vectors: 
= r), yi(x-, T ) , •’ T)，• • •，V n { x , t )} , (6.34) 
7 n = {C。(T),Cl(T)’C2(T),…，Cn(T)}. (6.35) 
According to (6.31), the relationship between t) and Cm(丁) can be obtained 
by differentiating (6.19) m times with respect to the embedding parameter p, 
dividing it by rn\ and setting p —- 0. The result is, .. 
Cm(r) - -14,(0, r), m > 1. (6.36) 
Siiiiilaily, the goveniiiig equatioii, initial and l)()iiii(laiy coiiditioiis of Vmix, r) and 
Cm(j) can also be derived from the zei.o-oi.(k)i. (lefonnatioii equation (G.17) and 
the conditions (6.18,6.20-6.21). Specifically, 
C[VM{x,T)\ = XrnC[VR,,-,(x,T)] 一 ( 1, i, ：！；, t ) , (6.37) 
K„.(x-,0) = 0, (6.38) 
= (6.39) 
lim Kn(;r,T) = 0, (6.40) 
where 
0 when rn = 1, 
Xm = (6.41) 
1 when rn > 2, 
\ 
and 
RRN{VRN-U C " 卜 1’上,T) = ^ ^ ^ ^ 口 ) ^^  厂 。 . （ 6 . 4 2 ) 
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Using (6.36), ( „卜1 and Cm can be removed elegantly. The following series of 
linear subproblerris are then obtained in a general form defined on the semi-infinite 
domain [0, oo]: 
Kn(工•，0) = 
< (6.43) 
lini Kn(工，t) = 0’ 
•T—•OO 
where /m.(工，t)，’(工•) and are expressed as: 
0 when m — 0, 
FM{X:T)= 一 一 
XRNC[VRJ,-.i{X, t)] 一 /?,,„( K …-i，C m-1, 二 t ) wlieil III > 1, 
(6.41) 
iiiax(/v — 0) when m = 0, 
•m(工)二 (6.45) 
0 when m > 1, 
\ 
f 
—K when in = 0, 
0m(T) = (6.46) 
0 when rn > 1. 
\ 
The linear PDE (6.43) can be split into three problems. The first one is a lio-
iiiogerieoiis linear PDE with an arbitrary initial condition and a homogeneous 
boundary condition at x = 0 . The second one is a hoiriogeiieous linear PDE 
with a iiorihoinogeiieous boundary condition at x = 0 and zero initial condition. 
The third one is a iionlioniogeneoiis linear PDE but both the boundary condition 
at X' = 0 and the initial condition are hornogeiieoiis. All the three problems can 
be solved in explicit forms. The closed-form solution of the linear PDE (6.43) is 
presented here. 
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(1) When m = 0, 
T) = / GOr, I [ 0,r-X)dX. (6.47) 
Jo Jo 
(2) When rn > 1， 
Kn(工，r)= [ [ fmil X)G(x, X)d^dX, (6.48) 
Jo Jo 
where 
� H 1 [ K ^ - f 1 f 「 .（工 .一on 
2v^7mT 2(1 \ 4a / [ 4ar 
+ — - 销 f - + } , (6.叫 
1 h 1 ‘） ， 1 9 
= 1 + “ = -(T-, h - r - -fj^  (、二 一r‘ (G.50) 
Based on the relationship between and („,，we obtain 
(1) When rn 二 0， 
Co(r)=： A'-yo(0,T) 
poo pT 
= K - / 0 o ( A ) G ( O , O , r - A ) c / A . (6.51) 
Jc> Jo 
(2) When rn > 1, 
Crn(r) 二 一Kn(0,『)=—/ [ fm也 A)G(0, T - X)d^dX. (6.52) 
Jo Jo 
Consequently, an exact and explicit solution for the nonlinear problem (6.7-
6.11) are derived in Maclauriii series: 
+00 +00 
\/(工.，r) = ^ x , r-l) = r;0) + ^  r) = ^ r), (6.53) 
m = l m=0 
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+ 00 +00 
Sf{r) = , / (T; 1) = T!(T; + 《爪⑴=E � . （6.54) 
m=l m=0 
The corresponding A;-th order approximations are given by: 
k k 
r ) - Y l T)， Sf{T) ^ Cm(r). (6.55) 
m=0 m=0 
6.2.3 Fade Technique 
The Pade technique is widely applied to enlarge the convergence region and speed 
up the convergence rate. The traditional [A:, n] Pade appioxiiiiatioii of r) is 
expressed by either 
,“ r(--\ 
l + E;;,: iW,“*'" (6.56) 
01. 
^rn=0 GRN{T)x"' . 、 
where F川 . ⑷ a n d G.m,(r) are func t ions . No t e t h a t t he i imne ra t o r a n d de i io in i i i a tor 
are polynoniial of either the spatial variable x or the temporal variable r. 
The Pade technique can be applied within the framework of the lioinotopy 
analysis method. We first employ the traditional Pade technique to the series 
(6.53) about the embedding parameter p to get the [k, n] Pade appioximatioii: 
where Wm{x, r) is a function deteiniined by the first several approximations: 
Vj{x, r), J = 0,1,2,3,-•• ,/.• + n. (6.59) 
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Using (6.27), we set p = 1 to get the [k, ri] lioinotopy-Pade approximation: 
他 ^ ^ 1 V (6.60) 
6.3 Numerical Comparison 
The improper integrals involved in the closed-fonn analytical solution call for 
numerical single and double integration over an infinite (loinain. This requires 
intensive computational time. Moreover, the recursive computation of r) 
is necessary at the eiidpoiiits of all siih-iiitervals in the iiuiiieiical integration. 
Thus, we have to deal with a, large imiiibei. of inefficient iiiiineiical coinpiitatioii. 
Alternatively, the linear rr/ili-order clefonnatioii over a fixed doiiiaiii (G.43) can 
be easily solved l)y many well-developed iimiiei.ical techniques, such as finite dif-
ference method, finite element met hod, finite vohiine method and so on. If the 
(liscietizatioii is fine enough, it should be iiisigiiificaiit to apply which kind of 
immei.ical techniques to solve (6.43). In this thesis, we employ FDM to solve the 
linear mtli-order deformation. For the cross-validity comparison with the artifi-
cial boundary method, we impose the far field boundary condition to triincate 
the infinite domain into a finite one whose validity has been studied by Kango 
and Nicolaides (2000) for the Black-Scholes equations. 
Consider the pricing of American put options under the square root model 
with G! 二 I . The parameters are: strike price K = 100, risk-free interest rate 
r = 5%, dividend yield q = 1%, at-the-iiioney volatility a = 0.2 and time to 
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Figure 6.1: Convergence of Vm{x, r) 
expiration T 二 0.5 year. In Fig.6.1, Vm{x, r) are plotted against x iox m = 18 to 
m 二 24. When m increases, the magnitude of r) decreases monotonically 
and uniformly. Therefore, the convergence condition: 
lim < 1 (6.61) 
m—*oo Vm 
is clearly satisfied as suggested by the numerical evidence associated with the 
example. Similarly, Cmi^) are plotted in Fig.6.2, in which the condition (6.61) is 
tested to guarantee the convergence of the results. 
For different elasticity of variance, the value of American put options and 
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Figure 6.2: Convergence of Cm(T) 
order approximation for American put option prices under CEV model against the 
stock price for a = | and As anticipated, the option price decreases for all 
moneyness ratios when a increases. Across elasticities, the American option price 
exhibits the standard decreasing behavior with respect to the underlying asset 
price. It can be seen from Fig.6.4 that the exercise boundaries are increasing in 
a, and in fact, converge to the exercise boundary of the lognormal model (a 二 1). 
For cross-validity comparison with artificial boundary method, Fig.6.5 dis-
plays the lOth-order approximation and [5，5] Pade approximation based on ho-
motopy analysis. The results obtained by [m, m] Pade approximation convergence 
faster than the original mth-order approximation. [5,5] Pade approximation ap-
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Figure 6.4: Early Exercise Boundary Versus Time to Maturity 
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pears to agree well with the results obtained by artificial boundary methods with 




We study the artificial boimdaiy method for pricing American options under 
CEV model in this thesis. The coii.espoiidiiig PDE is firstly tiaiisfoniied into a, 
stand aid form which has not been considered before. By iiitioduciiig an artificial 
boundary, on which the exact boiiiidaiy condition is derived, we obtain an ini-
tial boundary value (IBV) problem on a bounded domain that shares the same 
solution with the original initial boundary value problem. Based on the approxi-
iriatiori of the artificial boundary condition by a nuineiical Laplace inversion, an 
efficient finite difference scheme is constructed. Our nuineiical experiments show 
that the proposed approach outperfonns the classical FDM and binoinial method 
ill terms of both accuracy and efficiency. We also prove that the artificial boiiiid-
ary condition is exact and the proposed implicit FDM is uiicoriditionally stable. 
These results set a theoretical ground for option pricing under CEV model with 
a finite difference scheme. 
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The proposed artificial boundary approach provides a general way to reduce 
the computational domain. It has the flexibility to handle American-style op-
tions with irregular payoff functions, as long as the initial condition is compactly 
supported in a bounded domain. The valuation of American options based on 
artificial boundary method is not dependent on the analytical tractability of their 
European counterparts. Moreover, the proposed approach has great potential to 
be extended to finite difference schenie for niulti-avsset derivatives by reducing the 
computational doiriain. 
The thesis also provides a tieatineiit of Aiiieiicaii options mider CEV model 
l)ase(l on lioiiioto])y analysis. The optinm.l eaily exercise bouiKlaiy can l)e le-
nioved elegantly in the valuation procedure due to their inherent lelatioiisliii). 
All exact and explicit solution for American options on dividend-paying stocks is 
derived in the form of Maclamiii series. The coi.i.espoiidiiig optimal early exercise 
boundaiy, which is a critical ingredient in the hedging of the American style coii-
tingent claims, is also obtained. The Pade technique is employed to accelerate the 
convergence. Although our focus is on standard Ainerican options, tlie method 
is general and applies to more complex derivatives with Ainerican feature. Our 




A The Valuation of Perpetual American Op-
tions 
Let Poo{S) indicate the value of the perpetual put option. After removing all 
time (lepeiideiice in (3.8), we obtain the ordinary (liffereiitial equation: 
P 炉 + (r - 啦 ^ ^ - r P ^ ( S ) = 0 (1) 
with boundary conditions: 
lim Poo(5) 二 0, = K — b\ = —1， （2) 
where h* is the optimal early exercise boundary. 
The fuiKianieiital increasing ('0a) and decreasing solutions of the CEV 
ODE (1) are: 
M S ) = (3) 
⑷ ’ a > 1, 
and 
M S ) = (4) 




工‘ = 2 ( " - i ) ’ 芒=sign[(r - q)(a — l)], m = 
cr^ jo; — 1| 4|a； — 1 丨 
「1 1 1 r 
k 二 f - -I - ： CB^  
- b • 一 1)J 2|(r — g)(a —1 )1 , U 
where Mk,m{x) and Wk,m.('x) are the Whittaker functions. Therefore, the solution 
of the problem is in the form: 
POO{S) = c ^ M S ) + C-MS). (6) 
Since liiii Poo{S) = ()，we obtain C+ = 0. Moreover, Poo{b*) = K — which 
5-+00 
gives 
r (7) 【 — 碌 、 • ( ) 
Then, the solution of the problein is 
糊 = 綱 . （8) 
Based on the high-contact condition (丨尸：尸) = - 1 , we obtain: 
S—b* 
SS 綱 L,-i, (9) 
where the optimal early exercise boundary b* can be solved, so that we obtain 
the value of perpetual American options in (8). 
B Derivation o f G ( l > ) 二 
We invert this solution using the Laplace Inversion Theorem: 
G ( ⑶ = + 广  T ㈣ S (10) 
27ri \ a J 7^-ioo Ky(^a) s 
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{C D ^^^ 
Figure 7.1: The Keyhole Coiitoiii for Iiiveitiiig the Laplace Tiaiisfonii 
The integral has a biaiich point a.t ,s = ()，so we compute the integral using the 
contour in Fig.7.1. K^[z) has no zeros for | arg z\ < -tt. The Bessel function 
ill the (lenoiiiinator of the integrand in G(Y,T) has aigunieiit Y/SA, so that the 
integrand has no poles within the contour, see Fig.7.1. The iiitegial along AB, 
that we wish to calculate, is equal to the integral: 
=丄二丫 f (11) 
’ 27ri \A J JAF+FE+ED+DC+CB K^{Y/SA) s ‘ 
We now calculate these integrals: 
(1) AF: The integral along this contour goes to zero. 
(2) FE: To calculate the integral over FE, we put s = u^e-"", which gives 
MY = 「 2TMYY) + .iYAuY)du 
L ‘ / q ( 置 - u — J, Mua) + 'iy办(I) 、丄」J 
since 冗 = = -ttz[人⑷ + iY,(z)\. 
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(3) ED: We write s = ee访 so the integral around the circle ED, from —tt to 
TT, becomes: 
L K 从一〜、‘ (13) 
We take the limit as e ~ ^ 0 to find that the integral evaluates to 2wi 
(4) DC: For the integral on DC, we put s = ii^e^^ and use = 
— — —^7Ti[Ji,(z) — iY^(z)]. Since we have a complex aigmiient of 7r/2 
rather than —7r/2 as in the integral FE, and obtain 
Jo K山me丨力u -/K(“"）. 
(5) CB: The integial goes to zero. The argument is siiiiilai. to the ease AF. 
Combining all the above results, we obtain: 
G(y , r ) = 1 + 三 C ^ y 厂 ( … ， — 二 人 . ( 1 5 ) 
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C Numerical Laplace Inversion 
The Numerical Laplace Inversion computes the original function f{t) for a given 
single value of t. The fast Fourier traiisfonn (FFT) algoritliin can often be ex-
ploited. The method used in this paper belongs to the Dubbei.-Abate family 
which starts with the complex inversion formula: 
1 ra+ioo 
/ ⑴ = ‘ e 等 ， （16) 
where F(s) is assumed holoinoiphic in a right-half place such that a can be any 
positive number. Assuiriiiig that F(s) is real in the sense that F(s) = F(s), the 
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formula is transformed into: 
f ( t ) = / R[F{a + iu)] cos utdu — / + iu)] sin utdu )， 
Jo \ tt Jo ) 
(17) 
where 况 stands for the real part and ^ stands for the imaginary part. The 
cosine-tiansforrn integral is iiuineiically evaluated by means of the trapezoidal 
rule. With step size h, we obtain: 
— ^F{a)] + ——y mF{a + ikh)] cos{kht) } . (18) 
TT TT 
k=\ 
For the given t and a positive iiuiiiber .4, let us choose the step h = and the 
iiitegiatioii abscissa a =咨，such that a. iieaily alternating series results: 
渗 旬 + 访 - 1 叶 m ] . ( 叫 
A;=L L \ / J 
This method lias、become popular in the last few years owing to its relative ease 
of implement and its good perfoiiiiance in many application. The rernainiiig 
problem is to evaluate the above infinite suiri. Since we have nearly alternating 
series, an acceleration method for alternating series is proposed, for example, the 
Eiiler smiiiiiation method. With 
训 : = j F ⑷ + V g ( - 1 ) & 况 ( ^ ) ] , (20) 
the Euler summation is applied to m terms after an initial n (typically rn = 11 
and n 二 15): 
/ \ 
m Tn 
f i t ) ~ fh(t) ^ E(m, n, t) := (21) 
“V k y 
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It is possible to get some insight of the discretization error that results from 
passing from / ⑴ to / " ⑴ . I n order to establish this result, we use the formula 
derived by discrete Laplace transform: 
oo / 27r\ r/ 9 \ ' 
Z f(kT + T)e—砍 6、=pv- + exp . + z^/. r , (22) 
k=0 fc=-oo 乂 乂 L \ ) -
where pv means principle value. The fonriiila holds for 0 < r < T. Substituting 
t for T, b for s and T = 27r//i, we obtain: 
OO ^ J oo 
/(力 + = pv-^ Y . F<J) + ihk) exi)[(6 + ihk)tl (23) 
k=0 k~ — oo 
and with h = 7r/t, b = A/(2t), 
± (24) 
A:=0 k=-oo \ / 
This can be written as: 
/⑴+ ( (歸一 4 = ⑷ 作 4 £ ( - 1 ” , 卜 ( ^ ) l . 




m = fh{t) - /((2人:+ "气 （26) 
fc=i 
This shows that the sampling error, associated with the trapezoidal rule, is given 
by: 
oo 
eru = Y^ f[{2k + 1 ) 力 ] e - ( 2 7 ) 
k=l 
If we know, for example, that \f{t)\ is bounded by a constant /\, then we obtain 
the estimate: 
k广厂d| < / ( I — ^ / ( e — 、 ( 2 8 ) 
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